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Petition to abolish summary talks

• Don’t be shy à pass by the secretariat before leaving
• All together we can stop the shameful abuse of 

summary speakers! 3



Standard disclaimer…
• Obviously it is impossible to give in 45 

minutes (hopefully) a full summary of a 
week of talks à focusing on highlights
• Nevertheless, ended up with ~110 slides… 
–Several slides have been moved to the 

extended material after the conclusions
• If your topic of interest is not even there, 

then it’s my fault, my bias, lack of time, or 
simply… I didn’t understand. Sorry!
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Setting the scene
• We know nowadays that the Standard Model (of 

particle physics) works beautifully up to an energy scale 
of a few hundred GeV

• However, there are compelling reason to state that it is 
incomplete, e.g.
–Missing dark matter candidate
– CP violation for dynamical generation of the BAU is largely 

insufficient
• As well as more fundamental reasons, such as
–Why three families of quarks and leptons?
–Why the masses of fundamental particles span several orders 

of magnitude?
– How to accommodate gravity into the global quantum 

picture? 5
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Strumia dixit: we are lost in space-time

7A. Strumia



Flavour physics in a nutshell
• Classic broad-range measurements
– CKM physics and rare decays 

• Measurements in specific sectors where 
anomalies are emerging in recent years
– Lepton-flavour universality in bàsℓ+ℓ- transitions, and 

related bàsℓ+ℓ- picture of decay rates
– Lepton-flavour universality in semileptonic b-hadron decays

• Heavy flavour production, spectroscopy and 
properties
–While primarily looking for BSM physics, flavour physics is 

also a unique laboratory to better understand QCD in the 
low-energy regime
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B flavour anomalies

9
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Matthias dixit: don’t get too excited!
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And in fact we are not too excited…

11

K. Vos



Still a lot to do with CP violation
(here in beauty)

12K. Vos



CP violation in beauty
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Tree-level determination of g
• v

14

M. Kenzie



Many different ways, all very important

• f

15M. Kenzie



One recent example

• v

16M. Kenzie
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• Most precise determination of g from a single channel!

One recent example cont’d

M. Kenzie



Overall status with g

18

Don’t get excited either, but keep an eye…
M. Kenzie



• Golden mode BsàJ/yf proceeds 

(mostly) via a bàccs tree diagram

• Interference between Bs mixing 

and decay graphs

19

• Measures the phase-difference fs between the two 

diagrams, precisely predicted from global CKM fits in the 

SM to be fs = −2l2h = −37.4 ± 0.7 mrad à can be altered 

by new physics

– But also affected by small pollution of sub-leading SM 

amplitudes that must be taken under control via subsidiary 

measurements

fs from b→ccs transitions

G. Cowan



• Dominant contributions by 
LHCb, ATLAS and CMS

• Latest HFLAV world 
average
– fs = −21 ± 31 mrad

• Still compatible with the 
SM at the present level of 
precision

fs from b→ccs transitions

See HFLAV page for the list of references https://hflav.web.cern.ch

cont’d

G. Cowan



Other fs’s
• c

21G. Cowan



CP violation in B0
(s)àh+h-

• v

22

LHCb-PAPER-2018-006

T. Latham



Overall status for CP violation in B0àp+p-

23T. Latham



Belle II prospects

24A. Mordá



Semileptonics
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Long standing |Vub|/|Vcb| inclusive 
vs exclusive conundrum

26F. Simonetto



Recent development:
refitting Belle distribution

27

O. Sumensari



Another headache for theory

28

• If we admit new physics competing with SM at tree 
level, should we revisit everything?

O. Sumensari

F. Sim
onetto, P. Ow

en

s
750 reasons not
to believe it!



R(D*) with 3-prong t decay

29

Normalisation done through a very 
similar known final state

P. Ow
en

• LHCb can also perform measurements with other b hadrons
• Recent determination of R(J/y) = BF(Bc→J/yτν) / BF(Bc→J/yμν) at 

about 2s from the SM
• Results from the R(J/y) measurement demonstrate possibility to measure 

form factor parameters for Bc decays
à 20,000 normalization decays in Run 1 with selection designed for t

PRL 120 (2018) 121801

PRL 120 (2018) 171802
PRD  97 (2018) 072013

M. Rudolph



Heavy hadron production 
and properties

30



Quarkonia production cross-section

31P. Ronchese



32P. Ronchese

Quarkonia production cross-section
cont’d



Quarkonium production in pPb collisions

33

28 nb-1 pPb at 5.02 TeV

• Nuclear modification factor of U(1S) below 1 at pT < 15 GeV, 
compatible with 1 above; no y* dependence

P. Řezníček



Beautiful hadronic contributions to 
FCNCs via LQCD

34C. Bouchard



A practical example: Dmd and Dms

35

~4%

~7%

• Experimental precision has reached a remarkable level 
at the per mille level
– Dmd = 0.5065 ± 0.0019 ps−1

– Dms = 17.757 ± 0.021 ps−1

• However, the interpretation requires inputs from LQCD 

• The quest for precision with these
constraints is now on LQCD
– Need to sustain efforts from the LQCD

community to reduce the theoretical uncertainties by x10



Precision measurement of Bs lifetime

36

• Precision limited by the size of the reference sample
• Systematics dominated by the modelling in simulation of the signal

M. Dorigo



Very competitive b-hadron lifetimes from CMS
arXiv:1710.08949

37J. Mejia



Spectroscopy

38



39M. Karliner

You’ll never look at heavy quarks with the same eyes again



40

What is your favourite option?
M. Karliner
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The first of a long list
M

. Karliner



Mass and lifetime of doubly heavy baryons

42

M
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The hunting season is open

43

M
. Karliner



From first observations straight to 
precision measurements

• First observation of a 
doubly-charmed baryon,
the
–Now working on measuring 

properties and partners 

44

PRL 119 (2017) 221801

PRL 119 (2017) 112001

Xcc
++

Xcc
++

cc1

cc2 • Precision measurements 
of masses and widths of 
cc1 and cc2 mesons via the 
decay mode cc2àJ/yµµ
–New avenues are opened, 

e.g. to study cbJ states

S. Stone



45L. Li

S.
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to
ne

From first observations straight to 
precision measurements cont’d



New states popping out…

46
LHCb-PAPER-2018-013

S. Stone



Some others…
• f

47F. Tresoldi



…disappearing

48F. Tresoldi

arXiv:1802.01840



But not always things are so clear
(not yet a sad case: ATLAS update? CMS?)

49F. Tresoldi, M. Dorigo



Breaking news: Spectroscopy gold
mine discovered in China!

50

• BEPCII/BESIII is a
Y-factory, and more 
data taking is under 
consideration for XYZ 
studies

P. Ronggang



e+e− àΛcΛc cross-section near threshold

51P. Ronggang



Dark and rare

52



Dark photons at BaBar
• A massive dark 

photon A’ can mix 
with SM with coupling 
strength ε
• Depending on DM 

mass, a dark photon 
decays as

Dark Photon: visible decay

A. Lusiani 53



Dark photons at BaBar

A. Lusiani 54

cont’d

Dark Photon: invisible decay

• A massive dark 
photon A’ can mix 
with SM with coupling 
strength ε
• Depending on DM 

mass, a dark photon 
decays as



Dark photons at Belle II
• Dedicated triggers for dark sector searches at 

Belle II ready for 2018 run
• Already a small dataset (~20 fb-1) will give world 

leading sensitivity for
invisible dark photon
decays at Belle II
• Promising results

expected during
Phase 2 also in the
ALPs sector

G. De Pietro 55

Dark Photon: invisible decay



First citation ever of the
CERN Courier at Beauty!

56

D*àD0e+e-

Prompt

Displaced

Dark Photon: visible decay (A’àµµ)

A. Lusiani



B0→µ+µ- and Bs→µ+µ-
• CMS and LHCb have 

performed a combined fit to 
their full Run-1 data sets

• Bs→µµ 6.2σ significance was 
first observation
– Compatibility with the SM at 

1.2σ
• Excess of events at the 3σ 

level for B0→µµ
– Compatible with SM at 2.2σ

• More recently, also ATLAS 
published a measurement 
with Run-1 data

57

Nature 522 (2015) 68

G. Fedi, M. Rama, S. Turchikhin
EPJC 76 (2016) 513



Update on Bs→µ+µ- by LHCb with Run-2 data

• New measurement from LHCb
using Run-2 data has led last 
year to the first observation of 
the Bsàµµ decay from a single 
experiment

• Moreover, it starts to be possible 
to measure other properties, 
such as the effective lifetime
– Experimental precision not yet in 

the interesting range, but 
important proof of concept

58

Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 191801 (2017)

M. Rama



Updated search for !0
(")→#$ decays

59M. Rama



60

Searches for CLFV

D. Glenzinski



61

PRL 113 (2014) 151601

LFU tests in bàsℓ+ℓ- transitions

JHEP 08 (2017) 055

• Measure ratios
RK = BF(B+àK+μ+μ-) / BF(B+àK+e+e-) 
RK* = BF(B0àK*0μ+μ-) / BF(B0àK*0e+e-) 

• Theoretically very clean
– Observation of non-LFU

would be a clear sign of new
physics 

• For the moment at the
3s-ish level from the SM

• Updates with Run-2 as well
as other new measurements
with different decay modes
eagerly awaited from LHCb
A. Puig
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B0→K*0µµ
LHCb

Lb→Lµµ

J/y            y(2S)

J/y             y(2S)

J/y          y(2S)

Anomalous BFs in the bàsℓ+ℓ- sector

B+→K+µµ

62

J/y          y(2S)

E. Smith

• Differential BFs consistently lower than SM expectations, although 
uncertainties in the predictions are matter of lively debates
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• JHEP 02 (2016) 104
• PRL 118 (2017) 111801

• arXiv:1805.04000
• arXiv:1710.02846

• Angular analysis of B0àK*0µµ
• Can construct less form-factor

dependent ratios of 
observables, like P5’

• It is important to 
remark that global fits 
by several theory 
groups take into 
account a plethora of 
observables from 
various experiments, 
notably including 
Bàμμ and bàsℓ+ℓ-
transitions, and nicely 
get a consistent overall 
picture

Angular anomaly in B0àK*0µµ

N. Mahmoudi

S. Sandilya, E. Smith, S. Turchikhin, D. Wang

This morning!



Global WC fits

64

And attempts for model building
N. Mahmoudi

F. Feruglio



But how to tame the monster?

65M. Ciuchini



Next frontier: bàdℓ+ℓ- transitions

66E. Smith



Charm

67



From Beauty to Charm

68S. De Boer



CP violation in D+àp+p0

69L. Li



70

Updated determination of neutral D-meson 
mixing parameters and search for CP violation
• Recent publication on charm mixing and search for CP

violation using Run-1 + Run-2 data
• Measure time-dependent

ratio of wrong-sign
to right-sign
D0àKp decays

• By far the
largest sample
of such decays
ever

M. Williams

PRD 97 (2018) 031101
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Updated determination of neutral D-meson 
mixing parameters and search for CP violation

• The results are twice as 
precise as previous LHCb
results (but no CPV yet)

arXiv:1712.03220

M. Williams



D0→h+h–μ+μ– decays at LHCb

72

[PRL 119 (2017) 181805]

Now looking for CP asymmetries!A. Di Canto



LFU tests also in charm!

73G. Mezzadri

And…



Strange, isn’t it?
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Rare is not only heavy!

75G. D’Ambrosio



76A. Romano
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The HyperCP anomaly in !+→pμ+μ–

78A. Di Canto



Search for !+→pμ+μ– at LHCb

79

arxiv:1712.08606

A. Di Canto



The (not so far) future

80



Upgrades at the LHC
LHC era HL-LHC era

Run 1
(2010-12)

Run 2
(2015-18)

Run 3
(2021-24)

Run 4
(2027-30)

Run 5+
(2031+)

ATLAS, CMS 25 fb−1 150 fb−1 300 fb−1 3000 fb−1

LHCb 3 fb−1 9 fb−1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 *300 fb−1

81

• A first LHCb upgrade comes already in LS2 (to raise the 
instantaneous luminosity to 2x1033 cm-2s-1), whereas the 
HL ATLAS and CMS upgrades come in LS3

• LHCb has submitted at the beginning of
2017 an Expression of Interest for a further
upgrade during LS4 to reach 2x1034 cm-2s-1

* assumes a future LHCb upgrade to raise the instantaneous luminosity to 2x1034 cm−2s−1

CERN-LHCC-2017-003      https://cds.cern.ch/record/2244311

P. Collins, S. Fiorendi, N. Neri, W. Walkowiak

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2244311


Belle-II takes off!

82

• Exciting prospects from
the SuperKEKB machine and
Belle-II detector

• An integrated luminosity of
5 ab-1 will be collected by
2021, and 50 ab-1 by 2025

• By around 2021, enough
luminosity will be available
to perform very competitive
measurements

• There are important areas,
especially with neutrals and
missing energy modes, where Belle-II will provide crucial 
complementary measurements to LHC experiments in 
the flavour sector C. Marinas



First collisions at Belle II (26 April)

83C. Marinas



And then?

84



Concluding remarks
• In the current state with fundamental physics, it is 

necessary to have a programme as diversified as 
possible
• If anomalies will consolidate, it will be of 

paramount importance to seek confirmation from 
multiple experiments
• Furthermore, new physics should affect different 

modes coherently
–Maintaining the broadest possible physics programme

in the long term will be crucial
• Don’t forget: this has been, is and will remain a 

combined effort between theory and experiments!
85



Long live Beauty!

86



Now let’s enjoy the approximate
symmetry of the island

87

A. Strumia



Extended material

88



All scales probed so far appear
to be rather large…

89

M
. Neubert



• Instead of searching for new particles directly produced, look for 
their indirect effects to low energy processes (e.g. b-hadron 
decays)

• General amplitude decomposition in terms
of couplings and scales

• Fundamental tasks
– Identify new symmetries (and their breaking) beyond the SM
– Probe mass scales not accessible directly at a collider like LHC

90

New physics searches in the flavour sector

Bsàµµ Bsàff

B-B mixing



• v

91

Other fs’s cont’d

G. Cowan



• c

92R. Coutinho

Dalitz analysis of B0àKSp+p-



B decays to two charm mesons

93

First measurement ever

M. Artuso



X(3872) cross sections

94R. Jones



Upsilon sequential dissociation

95G. Bruno



Production asymmetry of Ds mesons

96

LHCb-PAPER-2018-010

F. Ferrari

Averaging



Rare Z decays
• CMS reports the first observation of the rare 
Z→J/Ψ!! decay with 5.7σ significance
• B[Z→J/Ψ!!]/B[Z→μμμμ] = 0.70 ± 0.18 ± 0.05
– In agreement with theory

97

R. M
anzoni



98P. Řezníček



Associated production in ATLAS

99A. Cerri



Observation of B+ày(2S)fK+

100

100

X(4140)

X(4274) X(4500)

X(4700)

PRL 118 (2017) 022003

signal yield
140±15
Significance >5σ

O. Ozludil PLB 764 (2017) 66



Search for dibaryons

101G. Cavallero



Flavour at high pT

102A. Greljo



Fundamental Composite Higgs

103A. Strumia



Bà! +!- decays

104G. Tetlalmatzi
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Bà! +!- decays

G. Tetlalmatzi



Missing energy B decays at Belle II

106M. Merola



LHCb charm harvest

107M. Williams



108G. D’Ambrosio

Another anomaly popping up 
from the kaon sector?


